Socialism is a Question of Development.

By VICTOR L. BERGER
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Socialist Aldermen at Work

The Wisconsin Socialist Law Makers.

In the Milwaukee city council, recent Socialist councilman Fred Schmitz, Edward F. Gormley, W. H. Need and L. J. Haskins, the Socialist party's four councilmen, have been busy. The relationship of their activities to the problems of socialism is obvious.

The Socialist party is interested in the city's welfare, and its councilmen are working for the advancement of the Socialist cause.

The Socialist councilmen have been active in their duties, and their work has been well received by the city's people.
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WISHING YOU A Happy New Year

We remain

Lancers

234 Grove St., Milwaukee,

A Prosperous New Year.

You can read more about it by opening a savings account now and setting it aside for the year. The next New Year's Day, you'll have something more substantial than your present bank balance. One dollar a month adds up to a big sum. Don't procrastinate, open your account now.
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